BIOGRAPHY
IBMA Momentum Award nominated bluegrass band, Midnight Skyracer have been
tearing up the UK bluegrass and folk scene since their inception less than two years
ago. Their all star lineup and exciting live performances have sent them racing
skywards at an astounding pace right from the start, with Leanne Thorose’s powerhouse
vocals and driving mandolin; Tabitha Agnew’s sweet voice and virtuosic banjo playing;
Eleanor Wilkie’s rock solid bass grooves; Laura Carrivick’s flair, being equally adept on
both fiddle and dobro; and twin sister Charlotte’s agility on the guitar, with both sisters
filling in the vocal harmonies.
“…these varied aspects of their musical personalities contribute to the
greater good of a band playing for the song, for the singer, for the music.”
Ron Block (Alison Krauss & Union Station, Franklin, Tennessee)
In just over a year of performing they have racked up an impressive number of major
festival slots including Cambridge Folk Festival and Fairport’s Cropredy Convention,
completed a tour of Germany and Switzerland as well as two UK tours. In February
2018 they released their critically acclaimed debut album, Fire. Most recently, the band
became the first UK band to gain recognition in the International Bluegrass Music
Association’s Momentum awards with a nomination for best band as well as Tabitha
receiving a nomination in the instrumentalist category.
“This is a band and this is an album that can go toe to toe with anything on
offer from bluegrass’s spiritual home on the other side of the Atlantic.”
**** RnR Magazine
“A conflagration of a debut bluegrass album: hot stuff”
**** Songlines

“…probably the best bluegrass I have heard from a non-American band.”
fRoots
“‘Fire’ combines seven self-penned pieces, traditional and bluegrass classics – tradition
and contemporary working hand in hand and no sign of a join, and it’s seriously good.
Harmonies to die for, delicious voices and succulent instrumentation.”
FolkWords
“You can’t fail to sit there open-mouthed at the astounding dexterity of
the playing, which is brilliant even by championship-standard bluegrass standards
– for there’s sensitivity in shading and dynamic balance too alongside and
inside the high-octane note-spinning virtuosity.”
Folk Radio UK
“Midnight Skyracer has all the vital components to compete with other
bluegrass outfits not only in the UK but also on an international scale.”
Northern Sky

www.midnightskyracer.com
www.facebook.com/midnightskyracer
www.twitter.com/midnt_skyracer
www.instagram.com/midnightskyracer

For UK bookings, please contact Ant Miles at Fancourt Music on 01454 773424, 07837
881941 or email ant.miles@fancourtmusic.com

